
 
 
 

Three Frameworks for Lesson Planning 
(Please answer in full sentences and use your own words) 

 
 
 

1. What are the three frameworks for lesson planning? How are they similar? How are 
they different? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Please summarize what happens in each stage of the receptive skill framework. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Please summarize what happens in each stage of the productive skill framework. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Please summarize what happens in each stage of the task-based learning framework. 
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What is PDP? 
 
PDP is a framework that can be used to teach the receptive skills – listening and reading.  
In regards to reading, it helps in building learners’ reading skills as well as their reading 
comprehension.   
 
The first “P” in PDP refers to the “PRE” reading/listening stage in a lesson.  This is the 
stage of the lesson before (i.e.: “PRE”) the learners read or listen to the text.  Activities in 
this stage include such things as: activating schema, assessing students’ background 
knowledge, pre-learning the new and necessary vocabulary to understand the text, and 
generating students’ interest in the topic.  The purpose of doing these kinds of pre-
reading/listening activities is to help set the learners up for a successful reading/listening.  
 
The “D” in PDP stands for the “DURING” reading/listening stage in a lesson.  This is the 
stage of the lesson that happens while (i.e.: “DURING”) the learners actually interact with 
(read/listen) the text.  In this stage, learners are provided with several activities that allow 
them to have multiple exposures to the text. The activities are given to the learners before 
they read/listen.  These activities should incorporate different reading/listening techniques.  
The purpose of providing learners with many chances to read/listen to the text with a 
variety of different activities is to improve their reading/listening skills and help them to 
comprehend the text (as this is the main purpose/objective of reading/listening). Activities in 
this stage are sequenced and scaffolded in such a manner that learners are provided with 
the support they need to fully understand a given text.  Activities and tasks should be 
staged in a step-by-step manner from general to specific, easy to difficult, and concrete 
to abstract.  By the end of this stage, students should be able to fully comprehend the text.  
Therefore, the last activity of this stage should be one in which students show a 
comprehensive understanding of the text. 
 
The second “P” in PDP relates to the “POST” reading/listening stage in a lesson.  This 
stage happens after (i.e.: “POST”) the learners have read/listened to the text and have 
shown comprehension of it.  The POST stage is not a necessary stage in a receptive skill 
lesson, i.e., the student learning objective is achieved at the end of the DURING.  Thus, it 
is an extra stage – the “icing on the cake” so to speak.  Activities in this stage focus on 
building/integrating other skills by using and expanding on the content/theme/topic of the 
text.  POST stage activities also help the learners make sense of what they have learned. 
POST activities usually encourage learners to connect/apply the content/theme/topic to 
their lives and to personalize the content/theme/topic by allowing the learners to creatively 
use what they know and/or have learned.  

 
The illustration on the following page depicts the PDP framework in the shape of a diamond.  
This shape represents the amount of time that should be used for each stage.  The PRE 
and POST stages are the shortest and the DURING stage is the longest.  This means that 
the DURING stage in the most important because it is the stage in which learners use the 
skill (i.e., reading/listening) which is the focus of the lesson. .  
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PDP Framework 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

PRE 
_____________________
 
 

DURING 
 
 

 
 

  POST 
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PDP Analysis 
 
Questions to think about after teaching a listening/reading lesson: 
What in the lesson contributed to the success/failure of the achievement of the student 
learning objective (SLO)? 
 
State if the SLO was met or not and why you think so—what evidence do you have?  Then 
state what in each of the lesson parts—Pre and During stages in a PDP--led to the SLO 
being met or not met in the last task in the During. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Pre 
_________________

 
 

During 
 
 
 
 

Post

The Post is extra “icing on the cake.  
It moves beyond the text and 
connects the theme to Ss lives. Skills 
used are other than the skill being 
taught— e.g. using speaking, and is 
closely tied thematically to the 
During content.  A Post for a 
listening lesson on a weather report 
might have the students make their 
own weather reports and perform 
them for the class.  A reading on the 
history of blue jeans might result in a 
Post that has the Ss creating an ad.  
So the Post is a creative use of 
language and it uses other skills. 

During 
How are the 
Reading/Listening tasks 
sequenced?  Are they 
general to specific, easy to 
difficult, concrete to 
abstract?  Are the tasks 
given before the 
reading/listening?  For 
reading how do the tasks 
provide opportunities for 
students interact with the 
text?  What is the last 
activity and is it a 
comprehensive 
assessment activity? 

Pre 
How does the Pre set students up 
for success in the During? Does 
it generate interest, access 
students’ background knowledge, 
activate Ss schema, teach 
needed vocab? 
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TEACHING LISTENING 
 
WHY LISTEN? 

 to engage in social rituals 
 to exchange information 
 to exert control 
 to share feelings 
 to enjoy yourself 

 
WHAT ARE SOME OF THE MOST COMMON LISTENING SITUATIONS? 

 listening to live conversations 
 listening to announcements (at airports, railway stations, bus stations, etc) 
 listening to/watching the news, the weather forecast on the radio/TV 
 listening to the radio/watching TV for entertainment watching a play/movie 
 listening to records (songs, etc) 
 following a lesson (at school) 
 attending a lecture 
 listening on the telephone 
 following instructions 
 listening to someone giving a speech/a public address 

 
WHAT SHOULD TEACHER’S OBJECTIVES INCLUDE? 

 exposing students to a range of listening experiences 
 making listening purposeful for the students 
 helping students understand what listening entails and how they might approach it 
 building up students’ confidence in their own listening ability 

 
HOW DOES ONE SUCCEED WITH LISTENING WORK? 

1) Make sure instructions are clear; students have to understand very clearly 
what they are expected to do. 

2) Make sure that each time a listening text is heard, even for the second or 
third time, the students have a specific purpose for listening; give them a 
task. 

3) Do plenty of pre-listening work. 
4) Encourage students not to worry if they don’t understand every word;; a task 

can be completed even when they miss some of the words. 
5) Never use a recorded listening text without having listened to it yourself. 
6) Test equipment beforehand. 
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Listening Guidelines 
 
Skill:  LISTENING 
 
Definition:  Listening is actively making meaning from verbal input. 
 
What listening involves: 

 getting clues from the environment: facial expressions, gestures, background noise, 
the setting, the people 

 using one’s background knowledge about the setting, topic and language 
(pronunciation and grammar) to make inferences and predictions 

 distinguishing which words and groups of words are important and carry the 
meaning  

 understanding and interpreting the meaning of those words and groups of words 
(which includes pronunciation, colloquial vocabulary, ungrammatical utterances, 
redundancy) 

 usually, some kind of response 
 
A good listening lesson: 
1)  Has pre-listening activities. 

These should help students use their background knowledge about the setting, topic 
and language associated with them so that they can anticipate and predict what they 
will hear. 

 
2)  Allows students to know the kind of text and purpose for listening in advance. 
 
3)  Gives students a purpose for listening, which can include one or more of the following: 

 to get general information (e.g. how many movies are playing) 
 to get specific information (e.g. what time the movies are playing) 
 to accomplish a task (e.g. to decide  which movie to go to) 

 
4)  Requires some kind of response from the listener such as taking notes, answering 
questions, making a group decision. 
 
5)  Uses appropriate material: 

 the topic is of interest or value to the students 
 it is at the right level 
 it offers environmental clues, when possible 
 the is visible, when possible 
 it is authentic, when possible 

 
6)  Gives students more than one chance to listen, each time with a different purpose. 
 
7)  Has follow up activities which include the other skills. 
Typical materials: 
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Authentic: radio broadcasts, recordings (e.g. of movie times, airport announcements), 
videos of TV shows or movies, lectures, phone conversations 
Semi-authentic: unrehearsed tapes; role plays with native speakers who speak at normal 
speed 
Prepared: commercially prepared tapes and videos 
 
Typical Pre activities: 
pictures to activate background knowledge; TPR (Total Physical Response); brainstorming 
what students know about the topic with a word map; showing realia related to the topic 
such as a menu or a movie schedule 
 
Typical listening tasks/During activities: 
identify specific words; figure out relationship by listening to tone of voice; listen for specific 
intonation (statement question); raise hand when hearing certain words; listen to 
background noise to establish setting and topic; doing a task such as filling out a form, 
following a map or taking an order; making a decision based on the information; cloze 
passages; detecting mistakes; guessing; note-taking from a lecture 
 
Typical Post activities: 
Interviewing native speakers; calling for information (e.g. travel agency, movie theatre, car 
rental agency, restaurant); reading and/or writing about the topic; discussing the topic; 
listening to another example 
 
Recommended resources: 
Ur, Penny (1984).  Teaching Listening Comprehension.  Cambridge: Cambridge University 

Press. 
Dunkel, P (1982/1985).  Advanced and Intermediate Listening Comprehension.  (2 books)   

Newbury House. 
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Reading Guidelines 
 

Skill: READING 
 
Definition: Reading is actively making meaning from written input. 
 
What reading involves: 

 basic literacy; that is, decoding letters to understand words. 
 getting clues from text: layout, headings, illustrations. 
 using ones’ background knowledge about the topic, type of written material (e.g. 

letter, want ad, poem) and language (vocabulary and grammar) in order to make 
inferences and predictions. 

 using appropriate strategies depending on the type of material and one’s purpose in 
reading it (e.g. scanning the phone book for a number, reading the recipe in detail, 
skimming a newspaper article). 

 
A good reading lesson: 
1. has pre-reading activities to prepare and motivate students to  

 use their background knowledge. 
 anticipate what they will read so they will be successful 
 decide on a reading strategy 

2. helps students practice reading skills. 
3. helps them learn new vocabulary and information in the L2. 
4. uses appropriate material: 

 the topic is of interest or value to the students, 
 it is at the right level, and 
 it is authentic, when possible 

      5. gives students reading tasks, which can include one or more of the following: 
 to get general information (e.g. how many movies are playing). 
 to get specific information (e.g. what time the movies are playing). 
 to accomplish a task (e.g. to decide which movie to go to). 

6. requires some kind of response from the reader such as taking notes, answering         
questions, and/or making a group decision 

      7. gives students an opportunity and reason to read the text more than once. 
      8. there are follow up activities which include the other skills. 

 
Typical pre-reading activities: 
At the level of basic literacy: matching capital letters with lower case letters, or first letter 
with a picture; picking out words in the same category (e.g. food); sight words; phonics; 
connecting spoken language that students know with the corresponding written form; 
ordering pictures for left-right orientation of English script. 
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Beginners: teacher elicits what students know about the topic; students brainstorm word 
maps around the topic; students use a dictionary to look up the meaning of key 
vocabulary from the text and then put them into categories; students look at and discuss 
pictures related to the text; students look at headings, layout, and pictures and make 
predictions about the text. 
 
Intermediate/advanced: above activities; students generate questions they hope the text 
will answer; students write about what they know about the topic; students answer 
questions about the text. 
 
Typical during activities (reading tasks): 
Students read for specific information; read and retell to a partner (variation: use rods to 
retell); read text in jigsaw groups and then discuss; match text to pictures; accomplish a 
task based on the reading (e.g. filling out a form, deciding what to order); play 
concentration games with new vocabulary; complete sentences form the text; reorder 
scrambled sentences into paragraphs and then check against original text; make up 
their own comprehension questions and quiz classmates;  make an outline of what they 
read; show through pictures, graphs, or lists what was in the text. 
 
Typical post activities: 
Are activities that ask the students to move beyond the text they read by writing a 
response to the text; discussing the text; listening to something related to the text; 
making up new endings; telling what happened before the text started. 
 
Recommended Resources: 
 
Grellet, Francoise (1981). Developing Reading Skills.  Cambridge University Press. 
 
Day, R. (1993). New Ways in Teaching Reading (TESOL) 
 
Silberstein, Sandra (1994). Techniques in Teaching Reading. Oxford University Press. 
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Pre-During-Post Framework 

For Receptive Skills Lessons 
 

PRE  
Goals 
- prepare student for listening/reading by contextualizing and/or personalizing to both make 
it more accessible and more realistic as it is less common to find oneself listening/reading 
to something totally our of context 
- involve students in specific topic 
- activate prior knowledge 
- provide purpose for listening 

 
Activity Types 

 discussion of what they see in the visual or the task 
 prediction questions to discuss what they can expect to hear 
 questions to activate prior/background/own knowledge of topic 
 introduce or elicit general topic through key vocabulary introduction/activation 
 matching 
 categorizing 
 rating 
 listing 
 adding own known related vocabulary 
 discussing own relationship with vocabulary items 
 finding items in a visual or graphic organizer (for example the K & W sections of a 

K/W/L Chart 
 fill-in-the-blanks with vocabulary words 
 answering questions using vocabulary 
 matching questions and responses (e.g. formulaic language, such as greetings, 

telephone language, talking about opinions, etc.) 
 ordering, ranking or sequencing 
 write sentences about visual or own information or using given vocabulary words 
 finding or producing antonyms/synonyms 
 making inferences/deductions from picture to sue vocabulary 
 interact personally with the new/activated vocabulary 
 completing a chart or table 
 “Talk About Yourself” using given phrases and/or vocabulary at a lower level 
 rating something 
 choosing what applies to you from a list and then discussing it 
 listing/brainstorming words that apply to given categories 
 discussion questions 
 create a picture dictionary 
 vocabulary games like charades, taboo, pictionary 
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DURING  
Goals 
To comprehend the text through multiple exposures; from general to specific information, 
easy to difficult tasks and concrete to abstract concepts in order to: 
 
- complete a task 
- get new information 
- learn something about themselves 
- further develop language skills (especially lexis, but also pronunciation and grammar 
awareness) 
- develop strategies for listening/reading more effectively 
 

Examples of tasks for multiple listening and reading  
 
First Listening/Reading (Usually in terms of main ideas, theme and/or topic) 
Listening/Reading for: 
- gist 
- purpose: to persuade, to apologize to 
invite, ask permission 
- main idea 
- attitudes/emotions: positive, negative, 
warm, angry  
- key words 
- acceptance or refusal of an id3ea or 
invitation 
- permission granted or refused 
opinions: good/bad, useful/worthless, 
lovely/dirty, convenient 
- time references: past, present, future, 
completed, incomplete,  
- preferences 
- agreement and disagreement with 
own previously stated ideas 
- agreement and disagreement 
between speakers 
- general time: season, period of the 
day (evening or morning) 
- context or setting (outside, move 
theater, restaurant, home, office, 
school) 
- likes and dislikes 
- identify speech act: greeting, toast, 
introduction 
- interest level of speaker/listener for 
topic 
listening for tense/aspect/time 

Example activities: 
- ordering/numbering items of main 
ideas 
- making a list of main or significant 
events 
- reading or listening for the mood, 
feeling or tone of the text or passage 
- fill in the blanks for main ideas such 
as in an outline where the details are 
provided but not the main ideas 
- ranking the importance of the main 
ideas or significant events 
- select the correct response such as 
what’s the best title for this passage 
- multiple choice 
- label pictures, graph, or graphic 
organizer 
- matching picture with description 
- matching two general pieces of 
information 
- checking off relevant information from 
a text or picture 
- writing summary statements 
- (possible but rare) true/false of 
significant plot events or main ideas 
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Listening/Reading for Specific Information 
Listening/Reading for more 
- detail 
- reasons 
- affect 
- tone 
- implications 
- inference 
- examples 
- determine meaning of vocabulary, 
phrases from context 
- identify intonation or stress 
- determine meaning from intonation or 
stress 
distinguish between yes/no and 
information questions 
- identify specific parts of speech: 
prepositions, verb tense, adjective 
forms, negative prefixes, tag questions 
- determine meaning of specific parts of 
speech 
- recognize spelling or numbers 
- identify specifics: names, body parts, 
cities, foods, colors, clothing items, 
times, jobs, etc. 
order events 
- decipher rapid or reduced speech 

Example activities: 
- filling in cloze  
- ordering/numbering items 
- fill in the blanks 
- ranking 
- true/false 
- select the correct response 
- multiple choice 
- fill in graph, or graphic organizer 
label pictures or parts of pictures 
- matching two pieces of information 
checking off relevant information from a 
text or picture 
- listening for specific words 
- writing short answers 
- using context to define new words 
- short answer 
- matching 
- acting out what is happening in the 
text 
- labeling 
- write out (words, numbers, phrases) 
- check off what you hear or read 
- list 
- mark stress or intonation 
- apply punctuation to tape script 
- correct errors  
- changing easy vocabulary words to 
more difficult vocabulary words that 
mean the same thing 

 
A list of Comprehensive Assessment Activities: Appropriate for achievement of SLO 
 

• Summary and/or Retelling 
• Sequencing sentences to complete a summary 
• Sequencing pictures 
• Using pictures to retell the text 
• Synthesis such as making inferences, drawing conclusion or reading/listening 

between the lines 
• Application of new knowledge; e.g. using what they have learned to identify the 

technique being used  
• Detailed Questions  Detailed questions cover the “who,” “what,” “where,” “when,” 

“why” and “how” of the story or text. 
• Discussion and/or Debate 
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POST Listening/Reading 
Goals 
- to personalize the TL/Topic/Theme; to expand on the content of the listening or reading 
text through practical use  
- to develop language by integrating listening/reading with other skills 
 
Activity Types 
- discussion or writing on the topic or the ideas (e.g. agreeing or disagreeing, comparing, 
reacting) 
- perform a role-play (e.g. the author of the text and talk show host, a character or person in 
the text and student in the class, made up characters related to the topic but not found in 
the text 
- writing with attention to form and function (e.g. copy the genre of the reading using 
another topic, revise the text with a different point-of-view, create a different ending or write 
an expansion of the text, write a letter related to the text, create a move/book or product 
related to the text. 
- listening to a song or watching a video clip that relate to the text and making comparisons 
in speaking or writing. 
- making a poster 
- doing any of the above with attention on the lexis and grammar introduced in the text, and 
with attention to pronunciation if speaking. 
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Pre-During-Post Checklist 
Use this form to check your lesson plans 

 
Clear Learning objectives 
Definition: Receptive lessons are ones in which the main learning objective involves the 
students demonstrating that they have understood a text which would normally be 
challenging for them because of its language, style, or organization. 
 uses observable verbs describing student behavior 
 uses the following pattern in writing the SWBAT: 

by the end of the lesson, student will be able to (SWBAT) … (complete receptive 
task X) while working with text Y (using …) so that they can then do post text activity 
Z (speaking or writing). 

 
PRE stage – Students become familiar with the topic, the language and essential 
vocabulary they will use during the lesson. 
 Activates schema through use of visuals, topic-related discussion, prediction in a 
learner-centered way. 
 Provides background and situation related to the text in an interactive and in a learner-
centered way. 
 Pre-teaches or introduces key vocabulary and language structures related to the text in 
a learner-centered way. 
 
 
DURING stage – Students interact directly with the text a number of times, each time with 
a specific purpose that leads the students to gradually gain a more detailed understanding 
of the text. 
 Provides multiple opportunities for student to hear/read the text. 
 Each listening/reading has an interactive task requiring some kind of response from the 
students and students check with peers before responding to the teacher. 
 Tasks move from general to specific understanding.  From getting the gist/main idea to 
looking for specific, discrete pieces of information/individual words. 
 Allows time for students to check comprehension, as questions, clarify vocabulary and 
move toward deeper understanding of the text. 
 
POST Stage – Students’ understanding of the text is reinforced through expanding on the 
text or personalizing the topic using other language skill areas (speaking or writing). 
 Requires students to be creative and to expand on the text or personalize the topic using 
other skills in a learner-centered way. 
 Allows students to reinforce the new vocabulary words/language structures using other 
skills in a learner-centered way. 
 



 

 

 
 
 

E 

I—multiple 
practices 

F—SWBAT is assessed 
SWBAT Students will be able to… 

Student Learning Objectives are SMART! 
(Specific, measurable, achievable, 

relevant, and time bound).   

Inductive 
Encounter—
student 
involvement 
 
Maximize 
opportuni-
ties for Ss 
contact 
with the 
language 

EIF SPEAKING LESSON FRAMEWORK 

Encounter, Internalize, Fluency CONTROLLED ACCURACY 

INTERNALIZE     FLUENCY 

HANDS ON 

Note: the numbers 1-4 are arbitrary 
and meant to be reference points only 
on a continuum. 

Production by 
repetition.  
 
Activities move 
from limited to 
multiple 
choices—1-4. 
 
T-Ss to S-S 

Recognition of 
vocab. Structure 
intro. 
 
Production practice 
activities with 
great attention to 
error correction 
(overt).      

T- guided and 
directed using 
deductive or 
inductive approach 

1 

2 

3 

4 
Don’t over prepare.  Get mileage from 
your materials.  How many ways can the 
teacher use the same materials by 
maximizing VAKT?  

FLUENCY 

FLUENCY 

Interactive, 
open-ended 
communication. 
Personalized, 
creative use of 
language.     

 

Some mastery of 
vocab and 
structures.  Error 
correction is 
delayed and 
indirect. 

FREE HANDS OFF 

 
  Speaking 7 - 1

Little to no control or 
error correction .  
Teacher observes and 
assesses SWBAT 
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O 
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Note: the numbers 1-4  are arbitrary 
and meant to be reference points only 
on a continuum. 

EIF INTERNALIZE (PRACTICE) Continued  Recognition drills: E-stage transitions to I-stage 
(meaning before form/listening before speaking) 

ALM Drills such as 
 Structure Repetition drills (repeat after teacher) 
 Simple substitution drills (mechanical) (T supplies 

vocab and Ss plug into structure) 
 Dialogue—repetition 
 Matching structures, vocabulary 

 Simple substitution drills (meaningful) (T points to 
a picture or acts out and Ss use in structure. 

 Transformation drills—change statement to 
question 

 Q & As 
 Plug-in dialog—(T-directed, scaffolded dialog) 
 Controlled games 

 

 Cocktails  
 Conversation Grids—daily routines, Find Someone 

Who (using set structure) 
 Less controlled games 
 Information Gaps 

 

 Group work with presentations 
 Role plays  
 Interviews  
 Conversation Grids 
 Cocktails-- sharing opinions 
 Situation Cards  
 Construction Gaps-- Rod construct 
 Opinion Gaps 
 Task Completions 
 Discussions 
 Open-ended Games 
 Debates 



THE EIF PICTURE  
 

   Encounter     Internalize/Practice       Fluency 
 
             ACCURACY                           FLUENCY 
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ASSESSMENT

Drill/Practice 
Control  1                  Free (choices) 3 
Easy     Difficult 
Recognition   Production 
Contextual   
T-S  &  S-S 

Pair and small group work 
___________________________ 
Describe the _____ 
Recycling 
Conversation Circles 
Q& A (use structure) 
Info Gaps 
Dialogues 
Controlled games 
Cocktails 
Conversation Grids 
Pictures 
Vocabulary –Grammar Practice 
Stations 
 
How many different ways can they 

interact with the material? 

Communicative 
Activities 

Free 
Real 
Open-ended 
Communicative 
Situational 
Creative  
Personalized 
_____________________ 
Games 
Rod construct 
Maps 
Role plays 
Situational cards 
Presentations 
Cocktails 
Discussion 
Debate 
Interviews  
Conversation Grids/Circles 
 

How can they use it in a 
meaningful way and take it 

out the door with them? 

1  Controlled  2     3    4  Free  

ASSESSMENT

Teacher Talk 
VS 

Student Talk

Teacher Talk 
VS 

Student Talk

ASSESSMENT

How are 
the Ss 

showing 
you what 

they 
know? 

How are 
the Ss 

showing 
you what 

they 
know? 

New Material 
Vocabulary 
Structures 
Concepts 

_____________________ 
Set them up for success 

 
Word Splash              
Mind Map                 
Examples   
Stickies  
Pictures 
Models – Models - Models 
Scrambled sentences 
Rods 
Dialogues 
Pronunciation Discrimination 
Jazz Chants 
VAKT 
INDUCTIVE 
(Eliciting/Collaborative) VS 
DEDUCTIVE (Telling) 
 

Am I doing for them what 
they can do for themselves? 

SWBAT  
Student Learning Objective: Observable, 

measurable, realistic,  
relevant, attainable



 

 
 

Kinds of Activities 
 
Some of the activities mentioned on the previous pages are explained in greater detail or 
a specific example in our coursebook is mentioned. 

 
Recognition Drills 
 
Recognition drills are meaning based assessment of the target language that is being 
introduced in the encounter stage of the lesson. Recognition drills consist of: 

 Puzzles like “Who is Who” in the Comparatives 1 Lesson 
 Direct Method Q& A sequences like  steps 1-2 in the Comparative 2 Lesson 
 Human or Scrambled Sentences like in the Present Perfect Lesson 
 X/O Quiz like in the Can/Can’t lesson (Kim Yuna can’t skate. O/X) 
 TPR activities like in the Locator Prepositions Lesson 
 Brainstorming or mind map activities like in the Life Map Lesson 
 Flashcard word/picture matching games like in the Can/Can’t Lesson   

Other activities are possible, but these are the examples found in the E-I-F sample lesson 
in our course packet.  
 

ALM Drills 
 
See your Method textbooks chapter 4 in both Kim, et al & Larsen-Freeman. 
 

Plug-in Dialog 
 
A plug-in dialog is basically a multi-slot substitution drill. To make it more student-
centered, try to gap the dialog based on categories, and let Ss brainstorm items in that 
category to put into the gaps in the dialog. This allows Ss to plug-in their own words and 
to make the dialog their own. 
 
A: Where are you going? 
B: I’m going to ….(place)... 
A: What are you going to do there? 
B: I’m going to ….(action)…. 
 

Places Actions 
Church pray, meet friends, sing in the choir, play 

the piano, listen to the mass 
 

 
Notice one place can have more then one possible action. Ss should be encouraged to 
choose the action that is most appropriate for them. This makes the dialog practice more 
authentic then your pre-determined ALM substitution drill. 
 
 



 

 
 

Controlled Games 
 
Talkopoly in the Present Perfect lesson is an example of a controlled game. A controlled 
game provides the target language/structure/forms/content that the Ss need to use in order 
to play the game. The Card, Cup X/O game in the Can/Can’t Lesson is also a controlled 
practice game; content, structure and answers are all controlled by how the Ss play the 
game. There are numerous examples of controlled games that one can find on the internet. 

 
Lesson Controlled Games &  
 
The Go Fish card game in the Can/Can’t Lesson is an example of a less controlled game. 
It is less controlled because it provides limited target language support (or no target 
language support) is provided, but it’s not free practice or a fluency activity because the 
learners are limited by the cards as to the content they use. There are also numerous less 
controlled that one can find on the internet.  

 
Open-ended Games 
 
An example of an open-ended game is provided in the Comparatives 2 Lesson. The game, 
Consent, is open-ended because no target language support is provided and the learners 
themselves control the choice of topic/content to be used in the game. There are also 
numerous open-ended games that one can find on the internet.  

 
Cocktails or Mingle Activities 
 
Cocktail and mingle activities are activities that require learners to walk around and to 
talk to as many of their classmates as possible. The purpose is get information from a 
variety of people on a limited number of questions. An opinion gap can be run as a 
cocktail or mingle activity. For example the topic is: “What is your favorite….?” 
 
Teacher begins by making 6 groups. Each group gets a category to ask about such as 
games, food, TV programs, Animals to name a few. Each person in the group must come 
up with 4 questions about their category that is different from their group members. After 
each Ss has made their four Qs, the teacher has the Ss mingle and ask their questions. As 
a follow T could Have Ss return to their home group and share what they learned about 
their classmates.   
 

Conversation Grid Example 
 
Conversation grids are good when Ss are expected to memorize a dialog. For example, 
maybe the following dialog appears in your student book. 
 

A. I went to a Japanese restaurant last Saturday. 
B: Really, how was it? 
A: It was excellent, but a little expensive. 



 

 
 

B: How did you hear bout the restaurant? 
A: I learned about it from an ad on the internet. 
B: Hmm, maybe I’ll take my girlfriend this weekend.  

 
Ss begin the unit by listening and answering some questions about the dialog content, but 
the T decides to expand the input by gapping the dialog: 
 

A. I went to a/an …...(place)…...(time)….. 
B: Really, how was it?     <chunk 1> 
A: It was….(feeling)…….. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
B: How did you learn/hear bout the….(place)…? 
A: I heard/learned about it from……(how)…….  <chunk 2> 
B: ……….(authentic response)…………  

 
T will have Ss practice the dialog in two chunks. For a lesson controlled practice activity, 
Ss will brainstorm their own places, times, feelings, and how they can learn about places 
to go. 
 
Grammar Focus 
  
We learn or hear about things from people or general categories (ads, posters) 
 
If ads are paper-based, then use: from an ad in a newspaper, magazine, or flier. 
If ads are electronic, then use: from an ad on the radio, TV, or internet 
 
Fluency Stage Conversation Grid 
 
In the fluency the Ss have memorized the dialog through doing several practice activities. 
Now they use this conversation grid (see below) to demonstrate that they have mastered 
the dialog.  
 
Name of Ss Place Time Feeling How 
1.     
2.     
3.     
4.     
5.     
 

Find Someone Who 
 
An example a Find Someone Who activity can be found in the Present Perfect Lesson. 
Find Someone Who activities can be I-stage or F-stage activities depending on how 
much TL support and scaffolding is provided to the learners. The example in the Present 
Perfect Lesson is an I-stage activity because TL support is provide on the WB even 
though no TL support is provided on the worksheet.  

 



 

 
 

Situation Cards 
 
Situation cards are usually used so that learners can participate in a Role Play. For a Role 
Play to be successful, the learner needs to know his or her role and situation cards 
describe the situation or role for a student to play. Depending on the level of the learners, 
situation cards can very detailed (see the second example) or very simple (see the first 
example).  
 
In the first example, Ss are expected to ask other learners for advice about the situation 
that they are in. In the second example, learners are expected to act out the role/task that 
is described on the card. 
 

Example #1.            Example # 2 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dialog & Role Plays 
 

Hi, James. 
Hi, Reader. 
How’s it going today? 
Not bad, how about you? 
Fine.  Listen. 
Yes? 
I was wondering if you could talk a little bit about dialogues and role plays. 
Sure… 
 
Dialogs and role plays are essential tools in helping our learners build a solid 
foundation of competence and confidence.  When used properly, they can 
simulate a real conversational situation and provide learners with the language 
and the structure they need to be successful in real encounters. 
 
There is one important distinction between the two.  Simply put, dialogs are 
tightly controlled conversations while role plays tend to be a lot freer.  
When we use dialogs, we provide our learners with not only the language of the 
conversation, but also the order in which it’s delivered.  When we use role plays, 
the learners themselves determine the language and the order in which the 
conversation unfolds. 
 
 

 

I lost my wallet. 
You are a manager. You have an employee 
that hasn’t been performing well. He/she is 
often late. He/she also spends a lot of time 
checking his/her private emails and strange 
websites instead of doing work. Yesterday, 
you caught her/him sleeping at his/her desk. 
Please terminate the employee (in a nice 
way).



 

 
 

Dialogs  
 

Of course, we must first think about what the dialog is going to be about.  Where 
does it take place?  What are our learners’ needs?  How does the dialog support 
the objectives of the lesson? Here are also some other considerations… 
 

Simulate reality:  How do we construct an exercise that simulates reality 
in design and delivery?  Can we use realia (props)?  How does body 
language come into play? 
Provide support:  vocabulary, grammatical structures, and pronunciation 
may be areas they need help with.  Do they understand the context and 
the content before practicing the dialog? 
Engage the learners:  Where’s the language coming from?  Are the 
learners giving us the vocabulary?  How much can we elicit from them?  
Do they have plenty of opportunities to interact with the dialog as a class, 
in pairs, etc? 
Authentic language:  How do we balance the need for authenticity with 
the level of our learners?  How can we keep it authentic while keeping the 
dialog within reach of our learners? 
Keep it simple:  If the purpose is to build confidence and competence, 
how does the dialog reflect that?  Is it too long?  Are the exchanges too 
long or complicated?  Do we need to use several dialogs to simplify the 
acquisition of each component? 

 
When delivering a dialog, the exact manner may depend on the level of the 
learners.  Here are some possible steps in dialog delivery: 
 
 Low Level Learners:    Higher Level Learners: 
 Set Scene     Set Scene 
 Focus on meaning (vocab, etc)  Focus on meaning (vocab, etc) 
 T reads whole dialog   Ss read whole dialog 
 T elicits understanding & helps  T elicits understanding & helps 
 T reads line by line and Ss repeat  Ss read line by line; T assess 
 T reads Person A; Ss Person B  If necessary, whole class reads  

through 
 T reads Person B; Ss Person A  Pair practice 
 ½ Ss Person A; ½ Ss Person B  Practice in front of group 
 Pair Practice     Focus on how to  

change/alter/modify 
 Practice in front of class 
 
Some variations to try: 

 Cut the dialog into strips and have Ss put it in order. 
 Provide partial dialog and Ss fill in the blanks. 
 Provide 1 side of the dialog and Ss (in pairs) come up with the other side. 
 Provide a context and in small groups, Ss come up with the dialog. 



 

 
 

 Have 3 people instead of 2 dialog. 
 Create a group dialog with T guidance. 
 Use a picture sequence and have Ss write up their own dialogs following 

the sequence. 
 Provide a word list, examples of grammatical structures to include, outline 

and have Ss write their own. 
 Show an example -of a “typical” dialog and have Ss write their own using 

the example as a reference. 
 

Role Plays 
 
One of the short-comings of dialogs is the chances of an authentic conversation 
really happening in the way the dialog is taught are, well, not very likely.  Thus 
preparing our learner for the “real world” may start with dialogs, but should end 
with role plays. 
 
Role plays are designed to give learners the opportunity to stand on their own 
two feet.  We offer the scenario and they act it out according to their own abilities 
and understanding of the situation.  Here are some additional considerations… 
 

Assess:  How do we assess how well they did?  Are we assessing the 
fluidity?  Fluency?  Accuracy? 
Create Opportunities:  How many times are we going to have them role 
play?  Do they “practice” in small groups before doing it solo? 
Teach:  What language or help do we need to provide them with in order 
for them to be successful? 

 
Their level determines how much help we give them.  Obviously, low-level 
learners need more support than higher-level learners do. 
  
High Lower Level       Partial Dialogue, substitute 
phrases,  
Support     key vocabulary, grammar      
  
 Intermediate  Key vocabulary, grammar, idioms 
 Level 
Low 
Support Higher Level  Situation, key vocabulary, idioms 
 
Some variations to try: 

 Brainstorm words, phrases and structures that the Ss may use when role-
playing. 

 Use the role play to asses what they know and then teach them what they 
lack. 

 Use role plays as a review from the previous class. 



 

 
 

 Use role plays as a means of exploring emotions and their effects on 
language. 

 Tape the role plays have the Ss listen to them to make any necessary 
changes. 

 Use role plays as a warm up, pace changer, closing activity. 
 Ss practice role play by cocktail with color coded cards signifying what role 

to play. 
 Ss practice in small groups, pairing off with several group members before 

doing it in front of the class. 
 
Wow, it looks like these two techniques can be really useful. 
They sure are! 
But I also get the feeling that there’s a lot to consider when deciding what 
to do. 
There is, but it becomes easier with practice. 
Well, thanks for the tips. 
No problem. 
See you in class? 
I’ll be there! 
 

Task Completions 
 
Task completion activities are task-based learning tasks adapted to the EIF lesson 
planning framework. A task is a communicative activity that has a clear outcome. 
Common tasks that learners can do in an EIF lesson plan are ranking, sorting and 
comparing tasks. See your Methods book by Kim et al. pages 124-127 and 135-137 for 
more specific details.  
 

Discussions & Debates 
 
Although these are possible fluency activities, EFL learners have a difficult time doing 
them if they are completely unstructured. Imagine what would happen if you were 
teaching middle school students and you said:  

“OK, today we have been learning about rules. Now, discuss.” 
Obviously nothing would happen. First, what exactly do you expect them to discuss, and 
second, what language are you expecting them to use to do the discussing?  
 
To use discussions and debates in an EFL situation, you need to structure the language 
use in such away that the learners can handle the task and stay in the target language.  
 
For example, a topic that most Korean learners have something to say about is school 
uniforms. Learners could both discuss and debate this topic if the teacher structures the 
activities appropriately. For a less controlled practice activity, you could have Ss discuss 
school uniforms by giving them a questionnaire that they “discuss” in groups. The 
questionnaire should ask open-ended Qs about the benefits and disadvantages of wearing 
school uniforms. One leaner should be the moderator to make sure all Ss have a turn 



 

 
 

answering each Q on the questionnaire. As a follow-up activity to this discussion, leaner 
fill-in a graphic organizer describing the benefits and disadvantages to wearing school 
uniforms. After that, let Ss use the graphic organizer to have a structured debate. Provide 
learners with key expressions to help them introduce their “discussion points” and to 
“argue” for or against the wearing of school uniforms.   
 

Speaking Guidelines 
 
Definition:  Speaking is communicating information through the spoken word. 
 
What speaking involves: 
*knowing and using the following in order to convey intended meaning: 

 appropriate vocabulary and expressions 
 correct pronunciation 
 correct word order 
 body language, tone, and facial expressions 
 appropriate register (degree of politeness) 

*the ability to check understanding and use repair strategies when necessary 
*an awareness of who the “listener” is 
 
A good speaking lesson: 
1)  Has one or more of these purposes: 

 to learn to talk about an interesting/motivating topic 
 to learn something new about others 
 to accomplish a task 

2)  Provides ways for students to learn the vocabulary (words and phrases appropriate for the 
situation) they need to express themselves. 
3)  Gives students a variety of opportunities to express themselves using the vocabulary. 
4)  Helps students develop strategies to make them selves understood. 
 
Typical encounter activities: 
Beginners:  describing a picture or pictures; using the people and things in the classroom; 
learning a dialogue; watch and follow a model; elicitation from students of vocabulary they 
already know; Jazz chants 
Intermediate/advanced: adapted versions of activities for beginners; a word map 
 
Typical internalize/fluency activities: 
All levels:  pair conversations; games; information gaps; opinion gaps (values clarification 
activities); logic gaps; mixers (“cocktail party”); role plays; discussions 
 
Recommended resources: 
Kehe, David and P.D. Kehe (1994).  Conversation Strategies: Pair and Group Activities for 
Developing Communicative Competence.  Brattleboro, VT: Pro Lingua Associates. 
 
Klippe, Frederike (1984).  Keep Talking: Communicative fluency activities for language teaching.  
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. 
 
Winn-Bell Olsen, Judy (1977).  Communication Starters and Other Activities for the ESL 
Classroom.  Hayward, CA: Alemany Press. 
 



 

 
 

Techniques for Speaking Lessons 
 

Conveying information/language to learners:
Posters 
Blackboard/Whiteboard 
Power point 
Videos 
Authentic materials 
Research 
(Internet/community) 
Jigsaw reading 

Presentation 
Overheads/PPTs 
Guest Speakers 
Observation 
Metaphors 
Eliciting 
Giving worksheets for 
learners to deduce 

 
Think/Pair/Share activity 
Learners presenting 
Listening 
Reading 
Doing it the wrong way 
Story-Telling 
Predictin

 

Providing opportunities for learners to practice and internalize language: 
Pair activities 
Jigsaw activities 
Information gap activities 
Opinion activities 
Dialog building 
Problem solving activities 
Sequencing activities 
Project work 
Strategic interactions 
Ss individual presentations 

Role play 
Board games  
Ball toss 
Matching 
Making a video 
Scavenger hunt 
TPR 
Field trips 
 
 

Real-life encounters 
(“mystery guest”) 
Experiential trips into 
community 
News reel 
Video 
Value gaps 
Letter/journal writing 
Skits

 
Creating real use opportunities for learners: 
Treasure hunts Telephoning each other/teacher 
Sending them out into the community to find 
information 

Give homework which requires them to find real 
use opportunities and report back later 

Project work Research projects-Internet, etc. 
Classroom language Bringing the real world into the classroom 
Speakers Authentic materials 
Community-based learning Personalization 
Letter-writing/e-mail Simulation and role play 
Conversation partners /interviewing/public Providing time and spaces for reflection on practice 
Class time which focuses on analyzing opportunities for real use sharing with other students in preparation 
for above 
 

Ways to group learners 
String 
Pick a rod (colors match) 
Matching cards or pictures (by color or shape or thematic groups, etc.) 
Stand up and move (by name or touch) 
Count off by 2’s, 3’s, etc. 
Pairs, three’s 
Mingle and chat to music- STOP 
Boys/girls; everyone wearing _____ get in one group, etc. 
Someone you haven’t talked to  
Likes/dislikes-find something in common 
Find someone who with only one possibility 
Magazine picture puzzle pieces 
Matching sound or action such as animal/instrument/vehicle or picture/emotion, etc… 
Line-ups and divide 
Dice or playing car
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Lesson Developer Check-list  
 

Please complete the questions on the back as well. 

 

Lesson Title:______________________ Date:___________ 

Lesson Developer:__________________ Assessing Peer:____________________  
 

Section 1: SLO: 

___ Is the TL  age/level appropriate and relevant to the Ss? 

___ SLO includes the language component and a measurable activity to assess Ss'  

success. 
 

Section 2: Beginning (Encounter: first 10-20 min.) 

___ Begins with a warm-up and/or initial assessment activity. 

___ Rapport is established, motivation and interest is engaged 

___ Activates Ss schema and/or elicits prior knowledge. 

___ Target language (TL) is introduced early in the lesson. 

___ Checks student understanding of TL through pictures, questions and other  

strategies. 
 

Section 3: Practice Time (Internalize) 

___ Includes several interesting and varied chances to practice the TL. 

___ Includes some T-Ss interaction and some S-S interaction. 

___ Students are supported in their practice (i.e. scaffolding, support language,  

chunking, and/or error-correction feedback is provided for all activities.) 

___ Materials engage Ss and help in Ss internalization 

___ Includes assessment of students' learning of the TL often during the lesson. 

___ Students' opinions are elicited 

 

Section 4: Final Activity (Fluency) 

___ Students are given a chance to prove their mastery of the TL. 

___ Activity is meaningful and authentic. 

___ Activity has students interacting with each other. 
 

Section 5: Learning Styles 

___ Lesson appeals to kinesthetic learners. 

___ Lesson appeals to auditory learners. 

___ Lesson appeals to tactile learners. 

___ Lesson appeals to visual learners. 

___ Lesson mixes some of the four skills: reading, writing, speaking, listening (circle  

which are used.) 
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Section 6: General 

___ Lesson accommodates a variety of strategies (rephrasing, body language,  

opportunities for peers learning, etc...) 

___ Recommended classroom-talk is level-appropriate. 

___ Instructions are easy to follow (should be short and accurate.) 

 
Section 7: Tomlinson’s Features of Good Materials 
 

To what extent do the materials in this lesson provide for and/or take into consideration 

the following aspects (check all that apply): 
 

1. ___ Materials should achieve impact 

2. ___ Materials should help learners to feel at ease 

3. ___ Materials should help learners develop confidence 

4. ___ What is being taught should be perceived as relevant and useful 

5. ___ Materials should facilitate learner self-investment and discovery 

6. ___ Learners must be ready to acquire the points being taught 

7. ___ Materials should expose the learners to language in authentic use 

8. ___ Learner’s attention should be drawn to the linguistic features of the input 

9. ___ Materials should provided opportunities to use the TL for communicative purposes 

10. ___ Materials should take into account that the positive effects of instruction are usually delayed 

11. ___ Materials should take into account that learners have different learning styles 

12. ___ Materials should take into account that learners differ in affective attitude 

13. ___ Materials should permit a silent period at the beginning of instruction 

14. ___ Materials should maximize learning potential 

15. ___ Materials should not rely too much on controlled practice 

16. ___ Materials should provide opportunities for outcome feedback  

 

 

1. Do you think the Ss will achieve the SLO? Why or why not? 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. What questions/concerns do you still have about the lesson and how it will be taught? 

Be specific. 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 
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Use this for notes: 
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